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Abstract
The stream of action in life, virtual environments, film, and narratives is parsed into events. This parsing has consequences for memory. The transition from one event to another can impede memory in some ways but improve it in others. Whether impairment or improvement occurs depends on the nature of the information and how it is later remembered. The Event Horizon Model of comprehension and memory goes beyond more traditional accounts of the influence of context on cognition to explain these phenomena.
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Our recent work has concerned the influence of event boundaries, the transitions from one event to another, on cognition. Such transitions can manifest as a change in location, a causal break, the introduction of a new activity, and so on, so long as they involve a shift from one event to another. My focus in this article is on changes in spatial locations (i.e., spatial shifts), such as walking through a doorway, and the consequences these spatial shifts have on later memory, both in terms of how they may hinder memory and how they may improve it.

Walking Through Doorways Causes Forgetting
Under some conditions, event boundaries disrupt memory. In narrative comprehension, when people encounter event boundaries, they mentally update their models (e.g., Zwaan, Magliano, & Graesser, 1995). This updating may be marked by an increase in reading time for sentences in which event shifts occur; this increased reading time may reflect increased effort needed for updating. It should be noted that although this increase in reading time is not always observed, other measures may indicate that an event shift has occurred (Radvansky & Copeland, 2010). Of more central concern is a decline in memory after an event boundary for information from prior to the boundary. For example, people respond more slowly to memory probes about what a character in a story was doing if the text has shifted to a new event than if that event is still ongoing (Radvansky & Copeland, 2010; Zwaan, 1996).
In a series of studies we had done (Radvansky & Copeland, 2006b; Radvansky, Krawietz, & Tamplin, 2011; Radvansky, Tamplin, & Krawietz, 2010), people moved through virtual or real spaces, picking up an object on a table, moving to the next table, setting the object down, picking up the next object, moving to the next table, and so on. During this process, we probed people’s memory for the objects as a function of whether there was a location shift. In the no-shift condition, the room people walked through was twice as long to allow for a change in distance but not location. In the shift condition, people moved from one room to another, travelling a similar distance but changing locations. People indicated whether each probed-for object was currently being carried, had just been set down (positives), or was some other object (negatives). We found that people took longer and made more errors when there was an event shift than when there was not. In other words, walking through doorways caused forgetting. This finding has even been replicated when the probes were not objects in the environment but word pairs presented at various points in an interactive environment (Radvansky et al., 2010). Thus, event boundaries imperil a broad range of memories.

To some, this finding may seem like a demonstration of context-dependent memory (e.g., Smith & Vela, 2001)—difficulty remembering information when the context at retrieval does not match the context at encoding. Does an event boundary only demarcate a change in context? We think not. First, context-dependent memory effects often involve much longer delays over which some ordinary forgetting has occurred, allowing the original context to serve as a memory cue. Our work, however, involves assessing information that is still likely to be in working memory. More to the point, we (Radvansky et al., 2011) found that if people returned to the original room before being probed, their memory did not improve. Moreover, that study also showed that if people travelled through two doorways, they were more likely to forget than if they had travelled through only one. So, memory is disrupted by the number of event boundaries, not just a simple change in context.

The explanation for this phenomenon is that when information is encountered across multiple events, different event models are created for each one. The presentation of a memory probe causes both models to be activated, and this co-activation produces competition and interference, which slows down response times and increases error rates. This is why returning to a previous room does not improve memory for objects that were encountered there, and why passing through two doorways makes memory even worse than does passing through one. In a sense, this is an extension of the explanation for what is known in memory research as the fan effect, whereby interference reflects a competition at retrieval among elements stored in multiple event representations of sentences, (Radvansky, 1999, 2009; Radvansky, Spieler, & Zacks, 1993; Radvansky & Zacks, 1991), pictures (Radvansky & Copeland, 2006a), or information learned from a map (Bower & Rinck, 2001).

**Walking Through Doorways Causes Remembering**

Event boundaries not only can reduce the accessibility of some information but also can increase the accessibility of other information. One memory boost comes from the increase in processing that occurs at the event boundary itself. Specifically, people show superior memory for content information about elements, such as objects, that are present during an event boundary (Swallow, Zacks, & Abrams, 2009). This enhancement of memory may be due to a general increase in processing activity when event shifts occur.

In addition to work demonstrating superior memory for the event boundary itself, there is an earlier line of work on retroactive interference that spawned later work on context-dependent memory retrieval (e.g., Smith & Vela, 2001). However, rather than focusing on how returning to a prior location facilitates retrieval, this early work focused on how moving from one location to another decreased retroactive interference (e.g., Bilodeau & Schlossberg, 1951; Nagge, 1935; Strand, 1970). In these studies, people were given two lists of items—the first list while they were in one room and the second list while they were in either the same room or a different room. There was less retroactive interference on the first list after a spatial shift between rooms (i.e., an event boundary) than when all learning occurred in the same room.

Similar to this, in a recent study we (Pettijohn & Radvansky, 2012) had people listen to two lists of 20 words, each of which was divided into sublists of 10 words. The primary manipulation was whether there was a shift from one room to another between list halves. The first half of one of the lists was read in both conditions at a rate of one word per second. People then moved to another spot, either across a large room (no-shift condition) or from one room to another (shift condition). Euclidean distance and time travelled were the same across conditions. In the second location, the second half of the list was read. After a 2-minute distractor task, people tried to recall the entire list of 20 words. Results showed that people’s memory was better when there was an event boundary in the middle of a list than when there was not. In other words, an event boundary improved whole-list recall. In another study (Thompson & Radvansky, 2012), people read narrative texts with critical sentences that either conveyed an event boundary or did not. After reading, they were asked to recall the story. We found that their memory was better when there was an event boundary in the text than when there was not.

**The Event Horizon Model**

Under different conditions, event boundaries can either impair or improve memory. How can these seemingly opposite effects both be true? To resolve this issue and provide an explanatory account for thinking about such issues, the Event Horizon Model was developed. This is a relatively simple framework based on five principles: (a) the segmentation of streams of
activity into event units; (b) the superior availability of information in the working event model; (c) the construction of a causal network that can then influence retrieval; (d) the superiority of memory for information stored across multiple events in noncompetitive attribute retrieval; and (e) the occurrence of retrieval interference for information stored across multiple events in competitive event retrieval.

Events are dynamic and change over time. The first principle draws from Event Segmentation Theory (Kurby & Zacks, 2008; Swallow et al., 2009). During the experience of an event, when event boundaries are identified, people segregate information into event models that are stored in memory. For example, if a person walks from one room to another, this is often a new event. When event boundaries are encountered during text comprehension, there is an increase in reading time and neural activity (Speer, Zacks, & Reynolds, 2007). Moreover, event segmentation segregates information in memory so that when one event is cued, it does not strongly activate information about other, adjacent events (Ezzyat & Davachi, 2011).

According to the second principle, the working event model has a privileged status. The information in this model is more available and reflects the structure of the current event. Support for this principle has come from a study by Glenberg, Meyer, and Lindem (1987; see also Radvansky & Copeland, 2001). In this study, people read short narratives in which a critical object was either associated with or dissociated from a protagonist. Performance was assessed in terms of the reading times for sentences that referred back to the critical object or responses to memory probes. In general, reading times were slower and responses were longer and less accurate when the object had been dissociated from the protagonist. That is, when the object was moved out of the current event model, its level of activation was diminished.

The third principle of the Event Horizon Model is that people track the causal structure of events. From this causal structure, people can often derive temporal sequences, which is more difficult when causal structure is absent. The importance of causality to cognition is observed in even the most basic mental processes, such as classical conditioning. If there is a causal break in a text, reading times increase (e.g., Zwaan, 2011). In this case, people read a sentence describing the situation in the current event model, as the study discussed earlier demonstrated, if people are actively involved in an unfolding event or just passively experiencing it, as well as the consequences of event boundaries on memory. This is being explored in terms of both laboratory-based materials and real-world information, such as schoolwork. We are also exploring the changes in event structure and representation that come about as a function of the neural consolidation processes that occur during sleep, including the mental organization of information based on event boundaries and the segregation and integration of such information. Finally, we are interested in how event boundaries influence memory as a function of whether a person is actively involved in an unfolding event or just passively experiencing it, as well as the consequences of event boundaries on emotions and memory for emotions. As should be clear, the area of event cognition is in a formative stage, but it has a rich potential to illuminate a wide range of human experience.

The fourth principle is that when attributes are represented across multiple event models and the aim of the task is to produce as much information as possible, people can use this segmentation to improve performance. In other words, the segregation of different information into multiple event models serves to organize knowledge about that information, thereby improving memory. Thus, different memory traces act in concert—when an item is represented in more than one event, successful retrieval of the item is more likely (Pettijohn & Radvansky, 2012; Thompson & Radvansky, 2012). For example, the study discussed earlier demonstrated, if people are given two halves of a list of words in two rooms rather than in the same room, they can better structure that information and will remember more of the list. This is further illustrated by the other studies described earlier in which event boundaries improved memories (e.g., Nagge, 1935), perhaps by reducing the amount of experienced interference.

The final principle of the Event Horizon Model is that when there are multiple event models in memory but a task requires the retrieval of only a single model, retrieval interference occurs. For example, if a person tries to retrieve a single event memory of where he or she last used a credit card, the various event models of different circumstances of using the card will compete with one another, producing interference and thus impairing memory. This retrieval interference can manifest itself as an increase in retrieval time and/or in the number of errors committed. Interference in event cognition is clearly observed in studies of the fan effect for materials that can be organized based on collections of individual, isolated sentences that describe situations (Radvansky, 1999, 2009; Radvansky & Copeland, 2006a; Radvansky et al., 1993; Radvansky & Zacks, 1991), as well as in the studies described earlier that showed that walking through doorways causes forgetting (e.g., Radvansky & Copeland, 2006b).

**Current Directions**

Currently, we are continuing to explore the influence of event cognition on memory and to extend the findings discussed here. For example, we are trying to understand the influence of event boundaries on memory duration, beyond the current event, as well as the influence of the number of event boundaries on memory. This is being explored in terms of both laboratory-based materials and real-world information, such as schoolwork. We are also exploring the changes in event structure and representation that come about as a function of the neural consolidation processes that occur during sleep, including the mental organization of information based on event boundaries and the segregation and integration of such information. Finally, we are interested in how event boundaries influence memory as a function of whether a person is actively involved in an unfolding event or just passively experiencing it, as well as the consequences of event boundaries on emotions and memory for emotions. As should be clear, the area of event cognition is in a formative stage, but it has a rich potential to illuminate a wide range of human experience.
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